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Point-in-Space and Low Level Routes  A 



The facts 



The implementation of PinS and Low Level Routes  

Provides an opportunity to improve critical missions 
and services within rotorcraft industry  

 
Most of the latest units already well equipped with 

GNSS IFR (PBN) capabilities 



Practical Implementation 

Working group for harmonisation of 
PinS implementation through Europe 

Safe and sustainable scheme on 
PinS operational implementation 

B 



Approved 
IFP Design 

Organization by UK 
Civil Aviation 

Authority  

Financing model 
Implementation and 

maintenance of 
procedures 

Complete service 
that covers all the 

different areas 

1 2 3 4 

Cost effective 
Solution to fly 

validate and inspect 
flight procedures 



Trondheim	hospital	with	first	
Helicopter	LPV	(SBAS)	approach	

approved	in	Norway		

RNP0.3	Low	Level	Routes	with	Max	ALT	1500’	

Present: First PinS LPV in Norway  



PinS LNAV/LPV Approach 



Portable Flight Validation and Inspection solution 



Flight Validation  



Flight Validation 



§  (core/delegated task ?) §  (core/delegated task ?) 

3	units	H135	upgraded	to	LPV	via	Major	Change	developed	by	Airbus	Helicopters		
Norsk	LuNAmbulanse	obtains	first	operaOonal	approval	for	RNP	0.3	

Other achievements 



“Future”: PinS LPV with Radious to Fix Legs D 



Why RF legs… 



Ops requirements: Tromsø 



Ops requirements… Tromsø 



Initial Design… 



Missed Approach  



Validation: RF leg in intermediate 



§  (core/delegated task ?) §  (core/delegated task ?) 

2	units	S92	upgraded	to	LPV	via	STC	developed	by	CHC	including:	Hardware	
acquisiOon,	InstallaOon	&	CerOficaOon,	Crew	Training,	DocumentaOon	and	

OperaOonal	Approval		

D “Future”: Other than HEMS operations  



§  (core/delegated task ?) 

AcOviOes	leading	to	the	approval	of	a	PinS	LPV	approach	procedure	to	an	
helipad	of	the	Ekofisk	oil	rig			

“Future”: PinS LPV at Oil Rigs 



any$me	-	anywhere	-	any	weather	

«Ice Bird»  RNP<0.3 



“Future” ConOps: Information Management 
	
	
	

Full	promulgaOon	of	PBN	operaOons	in	Non-Controlled	Airspace			
….	

massive	use	of	IT	systems	and	services	(5G	IoT,	web-cameras,	B2B	
web-services	and	apps)	

	
	
	



Harmonize the implementation 
of rotorcraft GNSS operations at 
European level by establishing 
coordination between Aviation 
Stakeholders: 



Conclusions 

(1) Satellite 
Navigation (PinS) is an 
opportunity for 
rotorcraft operators  

(2) Pioneers supports 
operational implementation 
avoid being tedious and costly  

(3) Funding opportunities 
exist for early implementation 
towards a sustainable plan 

(4) FLAG group promotes 
harmonized practices at 
European level 
 

(5) EU regulation evolving 
for special operations in 
uncontrolled airspace that 
will trigger others 
 

(6) Awareness to the 
aviation stakeholders is a 
key enabler for success 
 



The dream of yesterday is the hope of today and the reality of tomorrow	


Quote: Dr. med. Robert H. Goddard (1882-1945), American. Physicist and space pioneer 


